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ASC280 
Ultra-light Stick Vacuum Cleaner 
 
OVERVIEW 
Liberate your cleaning with the Aztech ASC280 Stick Vacuum Cleaner. This cordless vacuum cleaner runs on 
long-lasting rechargeable battery that leaves you no dust (and excuses to skip cleaning). 
 
VERSATILE VACUUM CLEANER 
The durable aluminium alloy tube on the Aztech ASC280 is so light and handy, the Flexible Brush makes 
reaching deep into the narrow spaces easy, up to the ceiling peasy. This vacuum cleaner does not only look 
like a sports car, it performs like one as well – the agile pivot of its floor brush supports smooth horizontal and 
vertical motions. Just make sure you do not get a ticket from zooming across the room with this baby!  
For a more flexible cleaning, transform the Stick Vacuum Cleaner into a handheld form by detaching the long 
tube with a click of a Clip Connection button. 
 
HIGH-EFFICIENCY CLEANING 
With nylon-bristled brushes coupled with powerful Multi-Cyclone System and HEPA Filtration System for better 
filtration of smaller dirt particles, allergens, and other air pollutants, the Aztech ASC280 picks up the most 
stubborn dust bunnies hidden in any corners and carpets. 
 
EASY MAINTENANCE 
The Aztech ASC280 hungrily stores up to 0.8L of dust and debris, and when you're done, simply dispose of them from the dust 
cup with just a button press. When you see red on the Power Indicator, recharge and save storage space at the same time by 
tucking this vacuum cleaner away on the included wall mount bracket. How convenient! 
 
GENERAL 

Features Additional Information 
Battery 2200 mAh Li-ion battery 

Motor DC & AC version 
Voltage 22.2V 

Usage Time High speed ≥22 mins 
Low speed ≥40 mins 

Power Consumption 18W 
Charging Time 4-5h 

Vacuum 7Kpa 
Noise Level <70db 

Speed Settings 2 speed options 
Dust Capacity 0.8L 

Airflow 17L/S 

Features 

Ultra-light weight at 2.3kg 
2-in-1 stick and handheld vacuum hybrid 
Fade-free power for the entire usage time 
Power indicator to show when to recharge 
High-efficiency multi-cyclone system 
30% quieter than full-sized models 
Washable HEPA filtration system 
Wide cleaner mouth 
Sturdy and durable aluminium alloy tube 
Flexible brush with firm Clip Connection technology 
Swivel steering for smooth manoeuvrability 
One-click emptying bottom-release dust cup 
Convenient wall mount to save storage space 

Package 
Content 

Aztech ASC280 
Power supply 
Long crevice 
2-in-1 crevice 
Wall mount bracket 
Easy Start Guide 
User Manual 
Warranty Policy 

 


